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I. Introduction 

1. The measure at the centre of the case at hand is the planned introduction of a Minimum Unit 

Pricing for Alcohol by the Scottish authorities. The Scottish authorities declared aim is to combat 

alcohol abuse in Scotland. According to the information provided, the alcohol consumption in 

Scotland is still relatively high (see referring order par. 32). 

2. The Commission is fully aware of the importance of reduction of alcohol consumption among the 

population as a whole and in particular among the harmful drinkers. The Commission further 

acknowledges that the measure proposed is within Member States' competence and - from a 

public health point of view - within the scope of the goals and objectives of the EU strategy to 

support Member States in reducing alcohol related health risks (COM(2006)625). While 

identifying priority themes for action which are relevant in all Member States and for which 

action and coordination at EU level has an added value, the strategy highlights that Member 

States have the main responsibility for national alcohol policy and that Member States are 

implementing, based on their particular cultural contexts, a range of specific measures to reduce 

alcohol-related harm. 

3. At the same time, measures taken in this respect need to respect the principles of the Union 

legislation in particular with regard to the Common Agricultural Policy and the free movement of 

goods, Articles 34 and 36 TFEU. 

4. The Commission bases its analysis on the description of the facts and the situation in Scotland as 

presented by the referring judge. Where appropriate it takes into consideration additional 

information it received in the framework of the notification procedure under Directive 98/34. 

II. Legal Context 

5. Article 39 (1) TFEU provides in relevant part: 

"The objectives of the common agricultural policy shall be: 
(...) 

(b) to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community, in particular by 

increasing the individual earnings of persons engaged in agriculture 
(c) to stabilise markets;... 

(e) to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices." 
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6. Regulation No 1308/20131 (hereinafter "sCMO")does not contain any provisions setting up a 

price fixing mechanism for wine or authorising Member States to do so. A number of its 

provisions are nevertheless relevant to the question whether the MUP system is compatible with 

the sCMO. 

7. Articles 45, 46, 50 and 51 of Regulation No 1308/2013 contain the following rules concerning 

national support to wine producers: 

"Article 45 Promotion 
1. Support under this Article shall cover information or promotion measures concerning 
Union wines: 
(a) in Member States, with a view to informing consumers about the responsible 
consumption of wine and about the Union systems covering designations of origin and 
geographical indications; 
(•••)  

Article 46 Restructuring and conversion of vineyards 
1. The objective of measures relating to the restructuring and conversion of vineyards 
shall be to increase the competitiveness of wine producers. 
(...) 

Article 50 Investments 
1. Support may be granted for tangible or intangible investments in processing facilities 
and winery infrastructure, as well as marketing structures and tools. Those investments 
shall be intended to improve the overall performance of the enterprise and its adaptation 
to market demands, as well as to increase its competitiveness. and shall concern the 
production or marketing of grapevine products referred to in Part II of Annex VII, 
including with a view to improving energy savings, global energy efficiency and 
sustainable processes. 

(Emphasis added) 

Article 51 Innovation in the wine sector 

Support may be granted for tangible or intangible investments aimed at the development 
of new products, processes and technologies concerning the products referred to in Part 
II of Annex VII. The support shall be intended to increase the marketability and 
competitiveness of Union grapevine products and may include an element of knowledge 
transfer. The maximum aid rates concerning the Union contribution to the support 
provided under this Article shall be the same as those set out in Article 50(4). " 

1 Regulation (EU) № 1308/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2013 establishing a 
common organisation of the markets in agricultural products and repealing Council Regulations (EEC) № 922/72, 
(EEC) № 234/79, (EC) № 1037/2001 and (EC) № 1234/2007, OJ L 347, 20.12.2013. 
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8. Article 157 (1) (c) (xii)of the sCMO provides in relevant part: 

"Article 157 Inter branch organisations 
1. Member States may, on request, recognise interbranch organisations in a specific sector 
listed in Article 1(2) which: 
(c) pursue a specific aim taking account of the interests of their members and of 
consumers, which may include, in particular, one of the following objectives: 
(xii) encouraging healthy and responsible consumption of the products on the internal market 
and/or informing about the harm linked to hazardous consumption patterns;" 

(Emphasis added) 

9. Article 167 of the sCMO lays down the following rule concerning marketing rules to be adopted 

by Member States: 

"Article 167 

Marketing rules to improve and stabilise the operation of the common market in wines 

1. In order to improve and stabilise the operation of the common market in wines, including the 
grapes, musts and wines from which they derive, producer Member States may lay down 
marketing rules to regulate supply, particularly by way of decisions taken by interbranch 
organisations recognised under Articles 157 and 158. 

Such rules shall be proportionate to the objective pursued and shall not: 

a) relate to any transaction after the first marketing of the produce concerned; 

b) allow for price fixing, including where prices are set for guidance or recommendation;" 

III. The dispute in the main proceedings and the questions referred for a 

preliminary ruling 

10. On 25 June 2012 the UK authorities notified to the Commission, in the framework of Directive 

98/34/EC laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical 
2 regulations , the draft Alcohol Order on Minimum Price per Unit in Scotland ("Draft Alcohol 

Order"), setting up MUP at 50 pence. 

11. On 26 September 2012, pursuant to Article 9(2) of Directive 98/34/EC, the Commission issued a 

detailed opinion to the effect that the proposed measure would be in breach of Article 34 Treaty 

on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and appears to be disproportionate under 

Article 36 TFEU. In its detailed opinion, the Commission furthermore stated that there are other 

less restrictive alternative means to tackle the problem of harmful drinking and pointed out 

taxation as one of those alternative means. 

OJ L 204, 21.7.1998, p. 37-48. 
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12. Five Member States also issued detailed opinions (Bulgaria, Italy, Portugal, Spain and France) 

and eight Member States (Bulgaria, Austria, Poland, the Netherlands, Denmark, Romania, 

Germany and Ireland) issued comments in the framework of this notification. 

13. The issue in the main proceedings are the following: The Draft Alcohol Order has been 

challenged by several economic operators before a national court. On 3 May 2013 the court of 

first instance rendered a judgement declaring, inter alia, the MUP compatible with the Treaty 

provisions and thus disregarding the Commission's detailed opinion. The petitioners appealed the 

ruling of the court of first instance to the Court of Session sitting as an appellate court. The latter 

made a reference for a preliminary ruling concerning interpretation of Articles 34 and 36 of the 

TFEU and of Regulation EU 1308/2013 establishing a common organisation of the markets in 

agricultural products and repealing Council Regulations (EEC) No 922/72, (EEC) No 234/79, 

(EC) No 1037/2001 and (EC) No 1234/2007. 

14. The present dispute arises from a statute of the Scottish Parliament amending the Scottish 

Licensing Act. Concretely the amendment requires that licensed retail sellers of alcohol in 

Scotland must not sell alcohol on the premises at a price below the minimum price. The minimum 

selling price of a given product is then calculated by reference to the formula MPU x S x V x 100 

where the MPU is the minimum price per unit; S is the strength of the alcohol and V is the 

volume of the alcohol in litres. By way of example, taking the minimum price per unit currently 

proposed by the Scottish Ministers of 50 pence, a 75cl bottle of wine with an alcoholic strength of 

12% (alcohol by volume) would have a minimum retail price of (0,5 x 12 x 0,75 x 100) that is to 

say £4,50. 

15. In the "Explanatory Notes" accompanying the introduction of the draft legislation, the section 

headed "Financial Memorandum" states: 

"77. - The Alcohol (Minimum Pricing) (Scotland) Bill contains a provision to introduce a 
minimum price of alcohol in order to reduce alcohol consumption, in particular to reduce the 
consumption of alcohol by harmful drinkers and hence reduce alcohol related harm. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) has stated that alcohol policies and interventions 
targeted at vulnerable populations can prevent alcohol-related harm, but that policies which 
address the population as a whole can have a protective effect on vulnerable populations 
whilst also reducing the overall level of alcohol problems. Thus both population-based 
strategies and interventions and those targeting particular groups, such as harmful drinkers, 
are required. We consider minimum pricing just such an approach as while it applies equally 
across the population, we know cheaper alcohol relative to its strength tends to be bought 
more by harmful drinkers and so, in this sense, it is also a targeted approach. 
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26.... Because the harmful consequences of drinking are not confined to the heaviest drinkers, a 
reduction in overall consumption can be expected to have a positive effect on the whole 
population as well as reducing harm in high risk groups. As minimum pricing targets price 
increases at alcohol that is priced cheaply relative to its strength, and cheaper alcohol tends to 
be bought more by harmful drinkers than moderate drinkers minimum pricing policy targets 
the drinkers causing most harm to themselves and society. In addition; studies show that 
cheaper alcohol is also attractive to young people " 

16. The "Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment" - "BRIA"- concludes at point 12.3: 

"12.3 The policy aim is to reduce consumption generally, but in particular, target a reduction 
in consumption of cheaper alcohol relative to its strength. 

Evidence shows that this type of product is more favoured by hazardous and harmful drinkers. 
Minimum pricing achieves this because it is both a whole population approach and a targeted 
approach - it applies to the whole population but hazardous and harmful drinkers are likely to 
be affected more than moderate drinkers, in terms of the amount they drink, how much they 
spend and how much they benefit from reductions in harm. " 

17. Nevertheless, computer modelling exercises based on surveys suggest (see referral decision par. 

17s.) that the number of harmful and hazardous drinkers increases with affluences and that the 

MUP would therefore not have a significant effect on harmful and hazardous drinkers. 

18. According to the data presented by the referring Court it is uncontested that the MUP would 

eliminate any competitive advantage of those producers whose wines are currently sold below the 

MUP level. This affects in terms of prices in particular Bulgarian, Romanian and Portuguese 

wines and in terms of volumes in particular Italian, Spanish and French wines. Therefore, the 

measure would confer financial advantages to the retailer. Moreover, the MUP is likely to 

adversely affect in particular medium cost producers whose products retail just above 50 pence 

per unit. 

19. Scotland had notified the draft order to the Commission in accordance with Directive 98/34. On 

25 September 2012 the Commission issued an opinion expressing the view that the national 

measure constituted a quantitative restriction struck at by article 34 TFEU which could not be 

justified under Article 36 TFEU. 
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20. The referring Court asks the following questions: 

Question 1 

"On a proper interpretation of EU law respecting the common organisation of the market in 
wine, in particular Regulation EU № 1308/2013, is it lawful for a member state to promulgate 
a national measure which prescribes a minimum retail selling price for wine related to the 
quantity of alcohol in the sale product and which thus departs from the basis of free formation 
ofprice by market forces which otherwise underlies the market in wine?" 

Question 2 

"In the context of a justification sought under article 36 TFEU, where a member state has 
concluded that it is expedient in the interest of the protection of human health to increase the 
cost of consumption of a commodity - in casu alcoholic drinks - to consumers, or a section of 
those consumers; and that commodity is one in respect of which the member state is free to levy 
excise duties or other taxes (including taxes or duties based upon alcoholic content or volume 
or value or a mixture of such fiscal measures), is it permissible under EU law, and if so under 
what conditions, for a member state to reject such fiscal methods of increasing the price to the 
consumer in favour of legislative measures fixing minimum retail prices which distort intra EU 
trade and competition? " 

Question 3 

"Where a court in a member state is called upon to decide whether a legislative measure which 
constitutes a quantitative restriction on trade incompatible with article 34 TFEU may yet be 
justified under article 36 TFEU, on the grounds of the protection of human health, is that 
national court confined to examining only the information, evidence or other materials 
available to and considered by the legislator at the time at which the legislation M'as 
promulgated? And if not, what other restrictions might apply to the national court's ability to 
consider all materials or evidence available and offered by the parties at the time of the 
decision of the national court? " 

Question 4 

"Where a court in a member state is required, in its interpretation and application of EU law, 
to examine a contention by the national authorities that a measure otherwise constituting a 
quantitative restriction within the scope of article 34 TFEU is justified as a derogation, in the 
interests of the protection of human health, under article 36 TFEU, to what extent is the 
national court required, or entitled, to form - on the basis of the materials before it - an 
objective view of the effectiveness of the measure in achieving the aim which is claimed; the 
availability of at least equivalent alternative measures less disruptive of intra EU competition; 
and the general proportionality of the measure?" 

Question 5 

"In considering (in the context of a dispute as to whether a measure is justified on grounds of 
the protection of human health under article 36 TFEU) the existence of an alternative measure, 
not disruptive, or at least less disruptive, of intra EU trade and competition, is it a legitimate 
ground for discarding that alternative measure that the effects of that alternative measure may 
not be precisely equivalent to the measure impugned under article 34 TFEU but may bring 
further, additional benefits and respond to a wider, general aim?" 
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Question 6 

"In assessing whether a national measure conceded, or found, to be a quantitative restriction 
in the sense of article 34 TFEU for which justification is sought under article 36 TFEU and in 
particular in assessing the proportionality of the measure, to what extent may a court charged 
with that function take into account its assessment of the nature and extent to which the 
measure offends as a quantitative restriction offensive to article 34?" 

21. In the Commission's understanding, questions 2 and 5 are aiming at the proportionality of a 

measure restrictive to trade, whereas questions 3, 4 and 6 refer to the powers of the referring court 

ratione temporis and ratione materiae. The Commission suggests reformulating questions 2 and 5 

in the following way: 

"Can a member state reject fiscal methods of increasing the price of alcoholic products 

for the consumer in favour of legislative measures fixing minimum retail prices which 

distort intra EU trade and competition? Is it a legitimate ground for discarding that 

alternative measure that the effects of that alternative measure may not be precisely 

equivalent to the measure impugned under article 34 TFEU but may bring further, 

additional benefits and respond to a wider, general aim? " 

It proposes to rephrase questions 4 and 6 as follows: 

"Where a court in a member state is called upon to decide whether a legislative 
measure constitutes a quantitative restriction on trade incompatible with article 34 
TFEU is the national court required, or entitled, to form - on the basis of the materials 
before it - an objective view of all aspects of qualification of the measure under Art. 34 
and its justification under article 36 TFEU?" 

Question 3 aims at the relevant point in time for the analysis of the justification of the measure. In 

the view of the Commission it should be reformulated as indicated below: 

"Is the national court justification in its analysis of the justification of a measure under 
article 36 TFEU confined to examining only the information, evidence or other 
materials available to and considered by the legislator at the time at which the 
legislation was promulgated?" 

22. The Commission will, therefore, analyse first question 1. In a second step it will examine the 

measure at hand in the light of the jurisprudence of your Court with regard to Articles 34 and 

36 TFEUŠ On this basis it will suggest an answer to questions 2 and 5 as reformulated above. 

Finally it will deal with the reformulated questions 4, 6 and 3. 
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IV. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

A. First Question 

23. In accordance with well-established case law, in the case of a dispute concerning a sector 

governed by a common organisation of the market the problem raised should be examined first 

from that point of view, taking into account of the precedence of the specific measures taken in 

the context of the common agricultural policy over the general provisions of the Treaty 

concerning the establishment of the common market3. 

24. In order to respond to the question whether Scotland can lawfully depart from a system of free 

price formation as foreseen in the sCMO, it is useful to first analyse whether the sCMO does rely 

on a system of free price formation for the purposes of managing the market in wine. As will be 

detailed below, the sCMO does not explicitly prevent Member States from adopting pricing 

measures for market management purposes. Nevertheless it can be demonstrated that the current 

sCMO is based on the considered policy choice of the legislator to rely on free price formation to 

achieve the objectives of Article 39 TFEU in respect of the common market in wine (Section 1). 

While the Court has, in an earlier line of case law clarified that Member States are under an 

obligation to refrain from taking any measures which might undermine or create exceptions to a 

common organisation of the market4, it has in recent cases clarified that Member States may 

pursue policy goals other than those covered by a common market organisation even if those rules 

are likely to have an effect on the functioning of the common market in the sectors concerned5. 

25. An analysis of the legislative objectives pursued by the sCMO and the Scottish measure 

respectively shows that although the sCMO reflects the risks arising from hazardous drinking and 

aims at promoting responsible drinking patterns, it does not pursue the health policy objective of 

reducing alcohol consumption (Section 2). 

Case C-426/01, Hammarsten, ECR 2003,1-796, par. 24 with further references. 

4 Case 154/77 Deichmann, ECR 1978, 1574, par. 16. Case C-89/84 Ramel, ECR 1985,1393, par. 25. See also Case 
Hammarsten, above, par. 28 with further references. 

5 Case Hammarsten, above, par. 29 with further references. 
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26. The present situation in which the legislator has (at least implicitly) prevented Member States 

from applying minimum prices for market management purposes, while not fully addressing the 

legislative goal of health protection has not been subject to review by the Court yet. The 

Commission will conclude that such conflict must be resolved through a balancing exercise 

carried out in the context of Article 36 TFEU, in which the fundamental principles laid down in 

Article 39 TFEU as well as the choice of the legislator of the sCMO must be duly considered 

(section 3). 

1) Has the legislator of Regulation No 1308/2013 made the considered policy choice to rely 
on free formation of wine price by market forces? 

27. It is readily apparent that the current sCMO no longer contains any provisions allowing for price-

fixing either at Union level or at national level6. Neither does the sCMO contain a rule explicitly 

prohibiting price fixing by Member States. Article 167 of Regulation No 1308/2013 referred to by 

the Applicants cannot be relied on to argue that the sCMO prevents Scotland from price fixing. 

That provision merely prohibits marketing rules by Member States that "allow" for price fixing, 

i.e. not rules that fix prices, but rules that allow for prices to be fixed by someone else, namely 

private undertakings. 

28. However, the fact that the legislator of the sCMO has decided not to pursue a pricing mechanism 

for wine does not automatically mean that the area has been "vacated" or that a national MUP 

would be compatible with the CMO for wine. In accordance with well-settled case law where the 

legislator makes a considered economic policy choice to rely essentially on market forces to attain 

the desired balance, the organisation of the market is based upon freedom of commercial 
. . 7 transactions under conditions of genuine competition . 

29. Indeed, a review of the subsequent CMOs for wine culminating in the present sCMO 

demonstrates that the legislator has constantly evaluated the market situation in the wine sector 

with a view to choosing the appropriate policy tools to ensure the objectives under Article 39(1) 

TFEU a key aspect of which is ensure fair prices both for producers and consumers of wine. 

The price and intervention regime set up by Regulation (EEC) № 816/1970 with a view to stabilise the market had 
been abandoned by Regulation (EC) № 1943/1999. 

7 Case C-355/00, Freskot, ECR 2003,1-5287, par. 26. See also case C-l 11/76, Van den Hazel, ECR 1977, 902, par. 16. 
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Throughout the last 30 years, his general aim was to liberalise the market for wine by gradually 

reducing the intensity of intervention8. 

30. The current sCMO builds on the previous reforms. It further liberalises the market it wine and 

pursues the aims of Article 39 (1) b) and c) TFEU by relying essentially on the free formation of 

prices accompanied by the administration of national support programmes to enhance the 

competitiveness of wine yards (cf Articles 40ff of the sCMO), through a limitation of supply (cf 

the management of the scheme of authorisations for wine plantings in Articles 62-70 of the 

sCMO) and the concentration on high quality wines (through marketing standards under Article 

73 ff and through the system of designations of origin and geographical indications under Articles 

92ff). 

31. Therefore, the legislator of the current sCMO despite having the option to use a pricing 

mechanism (cf Article 43(3) TFEU and the 5th recital of the sCMO) has chosen a "light touch" 

CMO which no longer uses the mechanism of buy-in to maintain prices in respect of wine, but 

instead allows the free market to set the prices. This reflects a considered policy choice. For that 

reason, the Defendant's argument that the legislator has "vacated" the matter of pricing within the 

meaning of Article 2(2) TFEU and Protocol No 25 and Declaration No 18 is without merit. 

32. Measures taken at the retail stage by Member States such as the minimum pricing system could 

undermine the common market organisation for wine in two ways: 

8 Regulation No 1493/1999 provided for three types of intervention (storage, distillation and use of must). The aim of 
that Regulation was to give producers the opportunity to exploit growing markets and become more competitive in the 
long term, whilst abandoning the possibility to use intervention mechanisms as an artificial outlet for surplus 
production. Regulation (EC) No 479/2008 further liberalised the market in wine. It aimed essentially at improving the 
competitiveness of EU wine producers and balancing supply and demand in the wine sector. In particular, the 
intervention measures became facultative (since they were integrated in the national support programmes) or 
eliminated. The aid to private storage, some aid for the use of must and the exports refunds were eliminated while 
others were phased out by 2012 (distillation of potable alcohol, crisis distillation and use of concentrated must and 
concentrated rectified must to enrich wines). The only measures retained were the restructuration of vineyards and the 
distillation of by-products of wine. At the same time, the 2008 reform introduced new measures with a view to 
increasing the competitiveness of EU wines. The reform of 2008 represented a passage from an aid system linked to 
intervention mechanisms to a system where the support offered to the wine sector is decoupled from the production. It 
allowed a gradual adaptation of the production to demand and the improvement of prices despite the decrease in 
consumption. 
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33. First, they prevent operators from taking full advantage of the competitive advantages encouraged 

by the successive common market organisations on wine and the current measures which have 

been introduced to bring an increased degree of competitiveness in the sector and thereby violate 

the considered policy choice of the legislator to pursue the aims under Article 39 TFEU by having 

recourse to a "light touch" CMO. 

34. Second, a MUP would also have a definite and unavoidable impact within the EU wide single 

market upon the delicate web of support programmes to farmers which are dependent, in part, on 

factors such as the efficiency of the vineyard, the levels of its production and exports and its 

profitability - all of which themselves are dependent on the ultimate consumer demand for its 

products which is a matter which will be directly affected by the final retail price. 

35. Such effects would be further exacerbated if the MUP pricing system was authorised by the Court 

and then adopted by other Member States in order to combat alcohol consumption. Under such 

scenario, the legislative assumption of the current sCMO based on a balanced supply and demand 

structure where the prices are the result of free market forces would be ineffective. 

36. For all these reasons, it must be concluded that Regulation No 1308/2013 is based on the 

considered policy choice to rely on free formation of wine price by market forces. For that reason, 

the sCMO would prevent Member States from adopting a minimum pricing system for market 

management purposes. 

2) Is Scotland nevertheless allowed to introduce the MUP for health reasons? 

37. This section examines whether Scotland is nevertheless allowed to pursue the MUP in accordance 

with Hammarsten as it aims at the reduction of alcohol consumption, both generally and in 

particular the alcohol consumption of harmful and hazardous drinkers. 

38. In the Hammarsten case which concerned the CMO for hemp, the Court analysed whether the 

health risks constituted by the use of narcotic drugs have been specifically taken into account in 

the CMO for hemp. The Court found that this was the case based on two recitals motivating the 

limitation of aid granted by the Community to hemp produced from varieties of seeds offering 

certain guarantees as to the content of intoxicating substances in the products harvested, The 
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Court concluded that therefore, the CMO precluded a prohibition of industrial hemp production in 

Sweden9. 

39. There are indeed some elements in the CMO for wine on the basis of which it could be argued 

that it takes account of the specific health risks of (hazardous) alcohol consumption. First, the 

elimination of certain support measures in the 2008 wine reform was to a significant extent 

motivated by health concerns10. Moreover, in order to respond to concerns about the increasing 

trend of high risk consumption of alcohol by young people, the reference to "promotion", for 

which support may be granted, was in some instances replaced by a reference to "information" (cf. 

Articles 45(a) and 157 (1) (c) (xii) sCMO). The latter provision lists informing consumers about 

the "harm linked to hazardous consumption patterns" as one possible aim of interbranch 

organisations. Thus, the sCMO does not provide for consumers to be encouraged to drink more 

wine in general, but considers providing information about responsible drinking and the Union's 

quality standards to be worthy of financial support. 

40. On the basis of this account, it can certainly be argued that the CMO for wine takes account of the 

risks associated with hazardous alcohol consumption and that it does reflect the need to abolish 

measures that risk increasing hazardous alcohol consumption. However, like all CMOs, the CMO 

for wine pursues the objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy, which include ensuring a fair 

standard of living for the agricultural community, in particular by increasing the individual 

earnings of persons engaged in agriculture, assuring the availability of supplies and ensuring that 

supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices (Article 39(l)(b), (d) and (e) TFEU). In that light, it 

cannot be said that the CMO for wine read as a whole pursues the goal of reducing alcohol 

consumption, in particular of certain target groups. Differently from the CMO for hemp discussed 

in Hammarsten, the CMO for wine does therefore not fully cover the health objectives pursued by 

the Scottish legislator. 

Case Hammarsten, above, par. 35 s. 

10 See Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament "Towards a sustainable 
European wine sector" (COM) 2006, 319 final, par. 3.5. See, Regulation 479/2008, in particular Recital 19 and 
Articles 45 and 157 of Regulation No 1308/2013. The gradual removal of the market measures that implied an increase 
of low quality wine and distillation into potable alcohol had a strong health connotation in that refonn. Financial 
support for enrichment, for example, had to be eliminated also because the aim of the reform was to encourage the 
production of quality/competitive wines to encourage responsible consumption. The enrichment of wine leads to the 
increase of wine production and could no longer be justified in tenris of quality policy and health concerns. 
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41. The Hammarsten principle whereby Member States remain free to pursue policy objectives other 

than those covered by the CMO, even if their measures are likely to affect the common market in 

an agricultural product, does, however, not settle the matter whether the sCMO leaves Member 

States entirely free to adopt measures such as those at issue in the present case. 

42. In fact, the situation underlying this case is qualitatively different from the cases adjudicated thus 

far. As has been demonstrated above, the ability of wine producers to compete on the basis of 

price is at the centre of the CMO for wine. A minimum price mechanism such as the one at hand 

not only has a likely effect on the functioning of the common market for wine, but goes directly 

against the way in which the legislator chose to achieve the objectives of Article 39 (1) b), c) and 

e) TFEU in the wine sector. 

43. In order to resolve the conflict between the policy objectives pursued by the sCMO, in particular 

to ensure, through a system of free price formation, a fair standard of living for the agricultural 

community, in particular by increasing the individual earnings of persons engaged in agriculture, 

to assure the availability of supplies and to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable 

prices and by the national rules in question, namely to protect public health through a system of 

minimum prices, a balancing exercise is necessary which is most appropriately carried out in the 

context of an Article 36 TFEU analysis. The Commission therefore takes the view that, while not 

precluding in and of themselves the application of national rules such as those at hand, the 

provisions of the sCMO on wine and their objectives need to be taken into account when 

assessing the proportionality of such national rules. In the context of the evaluation under Article 

36 TFEU, Scotland would bear the burden of demonstrating that no alternative measure exists 

which is more respectful of the objectives of the sCMO, such as, e.g., an increase in excise taxes 

which leaves intact the competitive relationship between wine producers. Moreover, the 

objectives of Article 39 (1) b), c) and e) TFEU must be taken into account in the weighing 

exercise to determine whether the Scottish measure is proportionate. 

Reply to Question 1 

44. In the light of the above considerations, the Commission suggests the following response to 

question 1 : 

Regulation No 1308/2013 itself does not preclude the application of a national measure 
which prescribes a minimum retail selling price for health policy purposes. However, the 
fact that such national measure departs from the principle of free formation of price by 
market forces and therefore undermines the functioning of the CMO for wine must be 
taken into account when assessing their compatibility with Article 36 TFEU. In 
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particular, a Member State must demonstrate that such measure is necessary in that no 
alternative measure exists that is more respectful of the sCMO, and that the measure 
envisaged is proportionate in view of the objectives of Article 39 (1) b), c) and e) TFEU 
and the effects on the common market for wine. 

B. Second and Fifth Questions 

45. By its second and fifth question the referring court asks whether it is permissible under EU law, 

and if so under what conditions, for a Member State to reject fiscal measures in increasing the 

price to the consumer in favour of legislative measures fixing minimum retails prices which 

distort intra-EU trade and competition. Furthermore, the referring court inquires whether it is a 

legitimate ground for discarding alternative measures that are not disruptive, or at least less 

disruptive, of intra EU trade and competition, even if the effects of these alternative measures 

may not be precisely equivalent to the measure impugned under article 34 TFEU but may bring 

further, additional benefits and respond to a wider, general aim. 

46. As regards minimum pricing, the EU secondary legislation, especially Council Directive 

92/83/EEC on the harmonization of the structures of excise duties on alcohol and alcoholic 

beverages, does not prohibit Member States from setting minimum retail prices for alcoholic 

beverages. However, any such national measure and its effects need to be compatible with other 

provisions of EU law. In the case at hand, the provisions of the CMO for wine and the Treaty 

rules on the free movement of goods (Articles 34-36 TFEU) are particularly relevant. 

47. The essence of questions 2 and 5 can be described as follows: can fiscal measures be discarded in 

favour of minimum price in raising the retail price of alcohol? In order to give a useful reply, it is 

necessary to examine first whether the MUP falls under Article 34 TFEU and, in a second step, 

whether it can be justified under Article 36 TFEU. 

1) Is Article 34 TFEU applicable to the MUP? 

48. Therefore, the first question to be answered is whether the MUP is a restriction to trade within the 

meaning of Article 34 TFEU. 

49. The Scottish Government's Regulatory Impact Assessment indicates that with a minimum unit 

price of £0.50 per unit, a significant amount of alcohol measured in natural volumes sold in off-

trade retail premises will be affected by the MUP and, therefore, will have to increase in price. 

Domestic as well as imported products will be affected by the minimum pricing at issue. 
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However, it does not follow that the imported and domestic products will be affected in the same 

way. 

50. The facts in the case at hand suggest that for example for imported wines the effect will be 

serious. According to the data presented by the referring Court (see par. 7 of the request for a 

preliminary ruling), a significant portion of alcohol imports (up to 60%) is currently sold at a 

price below the minimum price. This goes for wine and for other alcoholic beverages. 

51. It follows from the case-law of your Court that national legislation imposing minimum pricing in 

respect of particular products falls within the ambit of the Article 34 TFEU (prohibition on 

measures having the equivalent effect of impeding imports of products). "All trading rules 

enacted by Member States, which are capable of hindering directly or indirectly, actually or 

potentially, intra-EU trade are to be considered as measures having an effect equivalent to 

quantitative restrictions. " ("Dassonville formula").11 

52. In the case Van Tiggele the Court decided that "a fixed minimum price which, although 

applicable without distinction to domestic products and imported products, is capable of having 

an adverse effect on the marketing of the latter must be considered as a measure having an effect 

equivalent to a quantitative restriction in so far as it prevents their lower cost price from being 
12 reflected in the retail selling price." 

53. It can be questioned however, whether this jurisprudence still stands. In the case Keck and 

Mithouard ("Keck") the Court restricted the scope of the "Dassonville formula" as follows: 

"... the application to products from other Member States of national provisions restricting or 
prohibiting certain selling arrangements is not such as to hinder directly or indirectly, actually 
or potentially, trade between Member States within the meaning of the Dassonville judgement 
(Case 8/74Į1974] ECR 837), so long as those provisions apply to all relevant traders 
operating within the national territory and so long as they affect in the same manner, in law 
and in fact, the marketing of domestic products and those from other Member States".13 

11 

12 
13 

Case 8/74, ECR 1974, 837. 

Case 82/77, ECR 1978, 25. 

Joined cases C-267/91 & C-268/91, ECR 1993,1-06097. 
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54. The Court clarified these principles further in case C-l 10/05 Commission /Italy:14 

"34 It is also apparent from settled case-law that Article 28 EC reflects the obligation to 
respect the principles of non-discrimination and of mutual recognition of products lawfully 
manufactured and marketed in other Member States, as well as the principle of ensuring free 
access of Community products to national markets (...). 

(...) 

36 By contrast, the application to products from other Member States of national provisions 
restricting or prohibiting certain selling arrangements is not such as to hinder directly or 
indirectly, actually or potentially, trade between Member States for the purposes of the case 
law flowing from Dassonville, on condition that those provisions apply to all relevant traders 
operating within the national territory and that they affect in the same manner, in law and in 
fact, the marketing of domestic products and of those from other Member States. Provided that 
those conditions are fulfilled, the application of such rules to the sale ofproducts from another 
Member State meeting the requirements laid down by that State is not by nature such as to 
prevent their access to the market or to impede access any more than it impedes the access of 
domestic products (...)." (emphasis added) 

55. Thus the ruling in case Van Tiggele still stands in cases where minimum prices discriminate 

against imports by preventing or impeding access to the market. Unlike a prohibition on resale at 

a loss or an obligation to apply certain profit margins, minimum prices do not take into account 

the costs of imported products which have lower prime costs than the equivalent domestic 

products.15 Consequently, there is a risk that minimum prices might discriminate against imports, 

depending on the level at which they are set. For example, in recent proceedings relating to 

minimum prices for tobacco products, Advocate General Kokott, stated that: 

"Where a minimum price is set by a Member State there is a danger that manufacturers from 
other Member States who wish to obtain a competitive price advantage on the market by 
charging lower maximum retail selling prices will be placed at a disadvantage. Fixing a 
minimum price would cancel out the competitive advantage deriving from the lower production 
cost of the imported product. "lb 

56. According to the referral decision it is uncontested that the MUP would eliminate any competitive 

advantage for alcoholic products which are currently sold below the MUP level. The effect on 

wines is particularly relevant, since there is no local production. According to information the 

Commission received from Member States in the framework of the 98/34 notification procedure, 

14 ECR 2009,1-00519. 

15 Keck supra, and Belgapom, judgment of 11 August 1995 in Case C-63/94, ECR 1995,1-2486. 

16 Opinion of 22 October 2009 in cases C-197/08, Commission/France, C-198/08, Commission/Austria and C-221/08, 
Commission/Ireland, par. 40, ECR 2010, 1-01599. 
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this affects in terms of prices in particular wines from Bulgarian, Romanian and Portuguese and, 

in terms of volumes, in particular Italian, Spanish and French wines. 

57. As regards spirits, MUP could have a similar effect on imported spirits such as French Brandy, 

Italian grappa or Polish vodka. 

58. Another effect of the policy is to create a barrier to entry into the Scottish market. Goods seeking 

to enter the market, and which could be sold (even if only initially) at a price below the proposed 

MUP to encourage supermarket listing and consumer trial, are denied the opportunity to do so. 

59. To sum up the analysis, the MUP at issue is applicable without distinction to domestic products 

and imported products. Nevertheless it is capable of having a stronger adverse effect on the 

marketing of imported products. It prevents their lower cost price from being reflected in the retail 

selling price and renders market entry more difficult. Therefore the MUP can be considered a 

measure having an effect equivalent to a quantitative restriction if the national court establishes 

that it is likely to affect foreign products more than domestic ones. 

60. In a second step, the Commission will examine the proportionality stricto sensu of the 

introduction of a MUP under Article 36 TFEU. 

2) Can the MUP be justified under Article 36 TFEU ? 

61. Restrictive measures can be justified on the basis of Article 36 TFEU or on the basis of one of the 

overriding requirements in the public interest recognized by the Court. The Court has already held 

that legislation which aims at combatting alcohol abuse in order prevent its harmful effects to 

human health and society reflects health and public policy concerns recognised by Article 36 

TFEU.17 

62. In order to justify the measure, the Member State has to prove that such restrictive measure is 

suitable for achieving a legitimate objective and that it is necessary. In other words that the 

objective cannot be achieved by any other means less restrictive of intra-Union trade.18 Moreover, 

according to Article 36 TFEU the measure shall not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination 

or a disguised restriction on trade. 

17 Settled case-law, see for instance Judgment of 5 June 2007 in case C-170/04, Rosengren, par. 40, ECR 2007,1-04071 
with further references. 

Case C-104-75, De Peijper, ECR 1976, 613 and Case C-50/83, Commission/Italy ECR 1984, 1633, par. 17. 
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a) Suitability 

63. The MUP aims at reducing alcohol consumption as a whole and in particular among harmful and 

hazardous drinkers (referring order paragraphs 12 and 13). Reducing alcohol consumption overall 

and in particular among harmful and hazardous drinkers is a legitimate objective since it aims at 

protecting human health. It falls within the scope of the goals and objectives of the EU strategy to 

support Member States in reducing alcohol related harm (COM(2006)625). The strategy 

highlights that Member States have the main responsibility for national alcohol policy and that 

Member States are implementing, based on their particular cultural contexts, a range of specific 

measures to reduce alcohol-related harm. At the same time, it identifies priority themes for action 

which are relevant in all Member States and for which action and coordination at EU level has an 

added value. 

64. One of the particularities of the case at hand is that the objective for the MUP seems to have 

changed over time. Initially it aimed at reducing the overall consumption of alcohol (see par. 12 

and 13 of the referring order) whereas the referring court states that currently, its only objective is 

to reduce alcohol consumption amongst harmful and hazardous drinkers {ibid. par. 46). At the 

same time, the referring court states that the effect of MUP on the latter category is very limited 

(par. 18-20). 

65. In the light of these circumstances it seems already doubtful whether MUP is a suitable measure 

for achieving the legitimate objective of reducing alcohol consumption in particular among 

harmful and hazardous drinkers. 

66. At the same time, the suitability of the measure does not need to be scientifically undisputed. 

67. In an early judgment on an advertising ban on certain types of alcohol, the Court has found that a 

measure is suitable if it is not manifestly unreasonable as part of a campaign.19 More recently 

it stated the following: "Restrictive measures can be considered suitable for securing the 

attainment of the objective when they senuinely reflect a concern to attain the objective in a 

consistent and systematic manner. "" Although both cases concerned the freedom to provide 

services, their results can readily be transferred to the area of free movement of goods. 

19 Judgement of25 July 1991 in case C-l/90, Aragonesa de Publicidad, par. 17, ECR 1991,1-04151. 

20 Judgment of 16 December 2010 in case C-137/09, Josemans v. Mayor of Maastricht, par. 70, ECR 2010, 1-13019; 
similar: judgment of 08 September 2010 in joined Cases C-316/07, C-358/07 to C-360/07, C-409/07 and C-410/07 
Stoß and others, par. 98, ECR 2010,1-08069 (concerning the lottery monopoly in Germany). 
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68. Firstly, with regard to MUP, it would seem that the concern is to reduce the consumption of 

alcohol in Scotland. According to the information provided by the referring court, it is a genuine 

concern. The question is then whether the Scottish authorities address this concern in a consistent 

and systematic manner. The justification of MUP cannot be appreciated in isolation but as part of 

a whole package of different measures that Scotland has introduced since 2009 in order to limit 

alcohol consumption. 

69. Secondly, and contrary to the facts in the German lottery monopoly case, there is nothing in the 

case file indicating that Scotland would take other measures which would incite alcohol 

consumption. Therefore the MUP could be considered suitable for attaining the public health 

objective. 

70. This finding is supported by a recent judgment of the EFTA Court. The rules of the EEA 

Agreement which are identical in substance to those of the Treaty have to be interpreted 
* 21 uniformly . The EFTA Court expressed this aspect of suitability in the following manner: 

"83 It follows that, where the EEA State concerned legitimately aims for a very high level of 
protection, it must be sufficient for the authorities to demonstrate that, even though there may 
be some scientific uncertainty as regards the suitability and necessity of the disputed measure, 
it was reasonable to assume that the measure would be able to contribute to the protection of 
human health. 

84 In this regard, the Court finds that a measure banning the visual display of tobacco 
products, such as the one at issue, by its nature seems likely to limit, at least in the long run, 
the consumption of tobacco in the EEA State concerned. Accordingly, in the absence of 
convincing proof to the contrary, a measure of this kind may be considered suitable for the 
protection of public health. "21 

71. Additionally several arguments speak in favour of accepting that the Scottish authorities did not 

exceed their margin of discretion with regard to the suitability of the measure: first, the impact 

assessment of the act itself refers explicitly to the goal of reducing the alcohol consumption in the 

overall population (par. 13 of the referring order); secondly there seems to be, albeit not 

undisputed, scientific evidence indicating that, at least in the long tenn, a price increase may, 

under certain circumstances, lead to a reduction in consumption. Thirdly, it follows from the 

referring order that there might be an - albeit limited - effect on the consumption of alcohol 

amongst some harmful and hazardous drinkers. 

21 Judgment of 26 October 2006 in case C-345/05, Commission/Portugal, par. 40. 

Judgment of 12 September 2011 in case E-16/10 Philip Morris Norway AS, 
http://www.eftacourt.int/uploads/tx nvcases/16 SO Judgment EN .pdf. 
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72. As the referring court noted, the case for minimum unit pricing presented to the Scottish 

Parliament by the Scottish Government was to a large extent based on computer modelling 

exercises carried out by the University of Sheffield. However, the referring court also makes 

references to a paper published after the enactment of the 2012 Act by JP Nelson (Does Heavy 

Drinking by Adults Respond to Higher Alcohol Prices and Taxes? A Survey and Assessment - 8 

March 2013 - Economic Analysis & Policy, 43(3): 265-291 ) who concluded that: 

"In summary, a review of two sets of related studies cast doubt on public policies that rely 
exclusively on price control or hisher alcohol taxes as a means to reduce abusing drinking by 
adults, adverse health outcomes and related social costs. The price/tax elasticity for heavy 
drinkers appears to approach zero in most instances" (emphasis added). 

73. The referring court mentions the 'Sheffield study' and concluded that it did not think it necessary 

to set out the results of those computer exercises in detail. It noted that they were conducted 

without any input respecting incomes of potential price elasticity of the harmful or the hazardous 

drinker and so to that extent the detailed results may be open to criticism. 

74. It also appears from the observations of the referring court that a price increment at a specific 

level is not the only and absolute answer to a high level of alcohol consumption. Additionally it 

seems that the impact of increasing price on heavy drinkers is uncertain. 

75. At the same time, and in the light of the large margin of appreciation enjoyed by the Member 

States in this respect (see supra), the MUP is not manifestly unreasonable as part of a campaign 

aiming at a reduction of reducing overall alcohol consumption or consumption by 

harmful/hazardous drinkers. Therefore the Commission will, in a second step, analyse whether the 

MUP is necessary for achieving the objective of reducing alcohol consumption in particular with 

regard to harmful and hazardous drinkers. 

b) Proportionality stricto sensu 

76. In order to be justified under Article 36 the MUP must be necessary to effectively protect the 
• * • 23 public interests invoked. In other words, the objective pursued must not be capable of being 

achieved by measures which are less restrictive of intra-EU trade.24 

23 See to that effect case C-333/08, Commission/France, par. 87, ECR 2010,1-00757. 

24 See, inter alia, Case C-313/94, Graffiore, par. 17, ECR 1996 1-06039 and Case C-3/99, Ruw et, par. 50, ECR 2000,1-
08749. 
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77. More recently the Court held that "in determining whether the restriction at issue is proportionate, 

it is also important to ascertain whether the measures implemented in that context go beyond what 

is necessary to attain the legitimate objective being pursued. In other words, it is necessary 

to determine whether there exist alternative measures that are also capable of attaining that 

objective while at the same time having a less restrictive effect on intra Community trade" 

(Case C-161/09 Kakavetsos-Fragkopoulos, par. 39, emphasis added). 

78. In Rosengren, the Court found that a national rule cannot be justified "if the health and life of 

humans may be protected just as effectively by measures which are less restrictive of intra-
25 Community trade". 

79. In the light of this jurisprudence it is for the national court to analyse the feasibility and 

effectiveness of alternative less restrictive measures in this context. This is a delicate exercise. 

The Commission will indicate the main lines of the Court's jurisprudence which should guide the 

referring Court in its analysis. 

80. It is settled case-law that each Member State can determine the level of protection of public 
26 health. At the same time, the fact that only one Member State takes a specific measure is 

relevant when assessing the proportionality.27 

81. Currently it seems that Scotland is the only territorial entity in the European Union where a MUP 

system is about to be put in place. According to the information available, England has at least 

temporarily discarded the option of introducing MUP in favour of a ban on the sale of alcohol 

below cost price (defined as the level of alcohol duty plus VAT).28 

82. This situation would speak in favour of concluding that the MUP might not be necessary. On the 

other hand, it follows from the description of facts by the referring court that alcohol consumption 

in Scotland is particularly high and leads to serious health problems and causes societal harm 

which might be reduced by the MUP (par. 21). 

25 Case C-170/04, par. 43, ECR 2007 1-04071 with further references. 

26 For example judgment of 9 December 2010 in case C-421/09, Humanplasma, par. 39, ECR 2010,1-12869. 

27 E.g. Humanplasma, par. 41; see also judgments of 20 March 2014, case C-61/12, Commission/Lithuania, par. 61 and 
C-639/11, Commission/Poland, par. 61, nyr. 

28 Website of the Parliament of the UK, http://www.parliament.uk/business/pMblicatiotis/research/briefing-
papers/SN05021/alcohol-minimum-pricing. [visited 13 October 2014]. 
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83. With regard to fiscal measures as an alternative solution, the Court held in relation to tobacco, 

that such measures can be regarded as an important and effective instrument for discouraging 

consumption of tobacco products and therefore protecting public health29. In addition the Court 

noted that the increase in excise duty, sooner or later, will be reflected in an increase in the retail 

selling price, without undermining the freedom to determine prices.30 Moreover, the Court 

indicated that a Member State may exclude once and for all any possibility for producers or 

importers to absorb, even temporarily, the impact of taxes in the retail selling price by selling the 

product at a loss, by prohibiting the sale of the product in question at a price below the sum of the 
•J I 

cost price and all taxes. 

84. It appears, therefore, that imposing higher taxation on a product could be an alternative measure. 

This measure would have a considerable impact on the retail price of the product and, thus, help 

achieve the public health objectives set by the Scottish authorities. 

85. Another issue to be analysed by the national court in its evaluation is whether the increase in 

taxation could achieve the exact same retail price as the one set by the application of a MUP. The 

referring court itself noted that "...it does not understand it to be disputed that fiscal measures, 

particularly excise duty, may enable the United Kingdom to ensure that no alcoholic drink may 

be sold at a price less than equivalent to 50 pence per unit of alcohol. In other words, the desired 

minimum price may thus be achieved by fiscal means. " (point 47 of the referral decision). 

86. Contrary to MUP, increasing taxation of similar or competing products maintains the competitive 

advantage of such goods even if the overall retail price is increased. Therefore a tax increase does 

not appears to restrict market access in the same manner as a MUP. As the Court held in the 

context of tobacco " ...it must be observed that the objective of protecting public health may be 

adequately attained by increased taxation of manufactured tobacco products, which would 

safeguard the principle of free formation ofprices"?2 

29 Case 140/05, Valeško par. 58, ECR 2006, 1-10025; recently confirmed, with regard to tobacco products, by judgment 
of 9 October 2014 in case C-428/13, Yesmoke, par. 35, nyr. 

'° See to that effect, Case C-216/98, Commission/Greece, par. 31, ECR 2000, 1-08921 and Case C-221/08, 
Commission/Ireland, par. 54, ECR 2010,1-01669. 

31 See Case C-197/08 par. 53 and Case C-198/08, Commission/Austria par. 43. 

'2 Case C-216/98, Commission/Greece, par. 31, ECR 2000, 1-08921. 
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87. Another issue which the referring court must take into consideration when examining the 

proportionality stricto sensu, is that accepting a minimum price would have a detrimental impact 

on the overall competitiveness and functioning of the Internal Market. It could also hamper 

product distribution, innovation, establishment, services and development of new products. It 

could lead to a fragmentation of the internal market. The aforementioned considerations are 

particularly relevant with regard to wine since it is subject to a CMO and given the absence of 

local production. 

88. As noted by the Court in Cases C-161/91, Stoke-on-Trend, in appraising the proportionality of 

national rules which pursue a legitimate aim under EU law involves weighing the national interest 

in attaining that aim against the interests of the Internal Market and more specifically ensuring the 

free movement of goods. More recently, the Court in Case C-320/03, Commission/Austria'Sj in 

examining the proportionality of the national measure impacting the free movement of goods held 

that before adopting very restrictive measures the Austrian authorities were under a duty to 

examine carefully the possibility of using measures less restrictive and discard them only if the 

inadequacy, in relation to the objective pursued, was clearly established. As it appears from this 

judgment measures having a considerable impact on the functioning and development of the 

Internal Market should be applied with great circumspection. 

89. When examining the proportionality and possible alternatives to MUP the referring court has to 

analyse the effects of measures such as the prohibition to sell alcohol products at a loss (a 

measure which has recently been introduced in England). Such a prohibition can be combined 

with other measures described above. Both, prohibitions of sale at a loss and increases in taxation, 

maintain as such any competitive advantage between products. 

90. In the framework of the analysis of the proportionality stricto sensu the national court will have to 

examine whether other measures (such as fiscal measures and a ban on the sale of alcohol below 

cost price) would affect imported products de iure and de facto in the same manner. This appears 

not to be the case for MUP (see supra 1). It is clear from the case law of the Court that Article 34 

TFEU does not apply to a ban on the sale of alcohol below cost price, as it would constitute a 

selling arrangement34. 

ь Judgment of 15 November 2005, ECR 2005,1-09871. 
34 Judgment in Keck, par. 16. 
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91. The question of alternative measures is intrinsically linked to circumstances of law and of fact in 

the Member State or, as in the present case, the Region concerned. The Court has underlined this 

in the Ahokainen case which concerned a requirement to have a prior authorisation to import 

alcohol of an alcoholic strength of more than 80%. The Court concluded that "lhe decision as to 

whether the objective sought, namely to combat alcohol abuse, might be achieved by less 

extensive restrictions or by restrictions having less effect on intra-Community trade, called for an 

analysis of the circumstances of law and of fact which characterised the situation in the 

Member State concerned, which the national court was in a better position than the Court of 
3 5 Justice to carry our (emphasis added). 

92. Therefore, the referring court has to assess independently, whether the measure at issue is 

compatible with EU law. This includes the assessment of whether the national legislation is 

suitable to achieve the aim sought and whether the measure is necessary and proportionate36. The 

necessary elements for this analysis can be found supra under 2). 

93. In cases where the national court concludes that one of the aims cannot in itself be regarded as an 

objective justification for restrictions on free movement, it is still for the national court to verify 

whether the legislation at issue is genuinely directed to realising aims which are capable of 

justifying it . 

Suggested reply to Questions 2 and 5 

A member state must analyse alternative methods of increasing the price of alcoholic 
products for the consumer in favour of legislative measures fixing minimum retail prices 
which distort intra EU trade and competition. It may be considered a legitimate ground 
for discarding that alternative measure that the effects of that alternative measure may 
not be precisely equivalent to the measure impugned under article 34 TFEU but may 
bring further, additional benefits and respond to a wider, general aim. The legislation at 
issue must be genuinely directed to realising aims which are capable of justifying it. 

",5 Judgment in case C-434/04, Ahokainen, par. 37 with further references. 

36 Judgment in Planica. Joined cases C-338/04, C-359/04 and C-360/04, par. 48-49, ECR 2007,1-01891. 

'7 Judgment in Ladbrokes, E-3/06, par. 47. Judgment in Zenatti, C-67/98, par. 36-37, ECR 1999,1-07289. 
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C. Analysis of Fourth and Sixth Questions 

94. Questions 4 and 6 refer to the extent to which the national court may make its own assessment of 

the nature of a measure in violation of Articles 34 and 36 TFEU. Your Court has constantly held 

that individuals can rely on the directly effective provisions of the Treaty before national courts in 

order to ensure the full and complete implementation of the Treaty.38 It has equally held that the 

Treaty provisions on the free movement of goods have direct effect in the sense that they confer 
39 on individual rights which they can directly rely on before national courts. 

95. It is for the legal system of each Member State to lay down the detailed procedural rules 

governing actions for safeguarding those rights, provided that those detailed rules are not less 

favourable than those governing similar domestic actions (principle of equivalence) and must not 

make it in practice impossible or excessively difficult to exercise rights conferred by EU law 

(principle of effectiveness).40 

96. In the light of this jurisprudence the Commission would submit that it is, in principle, incumbent 

on the national judge to form its own opinion about the character of the measure as a quantitative 

restriction and its possible justification under Art. 36 TFEU. 

Reply to Questions 4 and 6 

Within the framework of the national procedural rules which must respect the principles 
of equivalence and effectiveness a court in a member state which is called upon to decide 
whether a legislative measure constitutes a quantitative restriction on trade incompatible 
with article 34 TFEU the national court is entitled, to form - on the basis of the materials 
before it - an objective view of all aspects of qualification of the measure under Art. 34 
and its justification under article 36 TFEU. 

38 E.g. judgment of 5 March 1996 in joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93, Brasserie du Pêcheur, par. 20, ECR 1996, Ι
Ο 1029. 

j9 Ibid. par. 23. 

40 Settled case-law, see for instance Judgment of 12 May 2011 in case C-l 15/09, B.U.N.D., par. 34, ECR 201 1,1-03673. 
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D. Analysis of Third Question 

97. By its third question, the referring court asks essentially, whether in analysing the justification of 

a measure under Article 36 TFEU the national court is confined to examining only the 

information, evidence or other materials available to and considered by the legislator at the time at 

which the legislation was promulgated. 

98. The Commission submits that the reply to this question can be found in paragraph 48 of case Ο

Ι 67/97 Seymour-Smith. The Court held that: 

"(...), in circumstances involving the application to an individual situation of a national 
measure which as lawfully adopted, it may be appropriate to examine whether, at the time of 
its application, the measure is still in conformity with Community law".41 

99. Where, as in the case at hand, repercussions of a legislative measure on the market, are not 

instantaneous but require a certain period of time to manifest themselves account must be taken of 

the fact that those repercussions. It lies in the nature of legislative measures adopted in several 

stages that their effects are not limited to a certain point in time, contrary to an administrative 

measure but stretched over a considerable period. Not allowing for a revision in the light of new 

developments would risk undermining the effet utile of EU-law. As the Court held in Case C-

283/81, CILFIT "every provision of Community law must be placed in its context and interpreted 

in the light of the provisions of Community law as a whole, regard being had to the objectives 

thereof and to its state of evolution at the date on which the provision in question is to be applied" 

(emphasis added).42 

100. In the light of those reflections, compliance of MUP with Art 34 TFEU has to be examined by 

taking into account its potential adverse impact on imports of alcoholic beverages from other 

Member States, and more generally on the possible future impact on EU Internal trade. 

Consequently, the additional material available when the Judge considers the case are also be 

relevant in the overall assessment. 

41 Judgment of 9 February 1999, ECR 1999,1-00623. 

42 Judgment of 6 October 1982, ECR 1982, 3415. 
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101. In interpreting the compatibility of national legislation with Article 34 TFEU, the Court in Case 

8/74, Dassonville held that it involves an examination of the "fdjirect or [Indirect, [ajctual or 

[pjotentiaľ effect on intra-EU trade of the measure in question. Reference to "potential" effect 

shows that the judge's evaluation has to be directed even to future developments. A fortiori 

elements the judge has to base his decision on the factual and legal situation at the time when he 

forms his opinion even if they might be posterior to the adoption of the legislation. 

Reply to Question 3 

102. In the light of those arguments the Commission suggests the following reply to question 3: 

In its analysis of the justification of a measure under article 36 TFEU the national court 
is not confined to examining only the information, evidence or other materials available 
to and considered by the legislator at the time at which the legislation was promulgated. 

Agents for the Commission 
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Dear Sir, 

When revising the French translation the Commission noticed that, unfortunately, the 
English original contained some clerical errors: 

In footnote 3, the case number is C-462/01 and not C-426/01 (Hammarsten); 

In footnote 6, the Regulation number is 1493/1999 instead of 1943/1999; 

In paragraph 88, the case number is C-169/91 and not C-161/91 (Stoke-on-Trent); 

In paragraph 54, the parenthesis "(emphasis added)" is not necessary; 

In paragraph 99, the first sentence is incomplete. The sentence should read: " Where, 
as in the case at hand, repercussions of a legislative measure on the market are at 
stake, account must be taken of the fact that those repercussions are not 
instantaneous but require a certain period of time to manifest themselves. " 

In paragraph 101, the word "elements" must be deleted in the last sentence. The 
sentence should read as: "A fortiori the judge has to base his decision on the factual 
and legal situation at the time when he forms his opinion even if they might be 
posterior to the adoption of the legislation. " 

These errors have already been corrected in our French translation. 

We do apologise for any inconvenience which might have been caused. 
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Yours faithfully, 

Agents for the Commission 
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